URBAN RAMPS: STEEL SPECS
 Laser cut framework
By using a 4mm laser cutting technology to cut our framework, we
are able to keep our tolerances to a minimum which allows us to
maintain the best ramp geometry. This also means that each ramp
section fits together perfectly to give a seamless look and feel.

 Tamper Resistant – Security stainless steel fixings
All fixings used are stainless steel and the pin hex head bolts can
only be removed using a specialist tool.

 Thick riding surface
Our 4mm steel riding surface prevents the possibility of dents,
chips, cracks or warping. All the edges of the riding surface have a
3mm radius. This combined with corrosion protection of galvanised
steel and the perfect grip of Urban Pro XV surface paint is a
maintenance departments dream come true.

 Hot-Dip Galvanised coping and grind rails
The galvanising process means that even after years of heavy use
and grinding these parts will still look good and be free of rust.

 Urban Pro XV Polyester Powder coat
Our skating surface is coated with Urban Pro XV, a unique hard
wearing anti slip grip finish, this not only offers the ultimate ride but
also great corrosion protection and grip.

 Fixing free riding surface
All factory welding is carried out on the underside of the ramp
which means that there are no fixings needed to attach the riding
surface. This ensures the ultimate ride.

 Bevelled Leading Edge
We bevel down our leading edge to make a smooth transition as
this edge goes straight into the concrete. This way there is no need
for a separate approach plate.

 Vertical Guardrails
The guardrails are hot-dip galvanised steel which is tough and
corrosion resistant. The vertical design allows airflow, increases
visibility and minimizes the likelihood of climbing.

 Personalised Panels
We have incorporated our personalised panels into the guard rails.
This offers the opportunity to make your ramp unique with an
image or name of your choice.

 A 20 Year Guarantee
On metalwork against structural failure and a 7 Year Guarantee on
paintwork**

ANY QUESTIONS?
Please get in touch for any queries regarding our
ramps and our products, our team is always happy to
help.
Tel. 01233 840 141
Email: sk8@urbanramps.com

